
2014 PINOT NOIR 

 

 

BCD Vineyard 

Russian River Valley 

Technical Information 

Alcohol: 14.1% 

pH: 3.57 

TA: 5.9 g/L 

Oak Treatment: 100% French (42% new)  

Case Production: 560 cases + 12 x 1.5 L     

bottles + 2 x 3L bottles & 1 x 5L bottle 

Balletto Vineyards makes all of its wine from sustainably-

farmed estate vineyards located throughout the cool southern 

third of the Russian River Valley. It is one of the few Russian 

River wineries to be 100 percent estate grown and estate       

bottled, and specializes in vineyard-designated Pinot Noir and 

Chardonnay, which are consistently elegant, balanced and     

delicious. 

The 2014 BCD pinot is bright and dark simultaneously, with 

mocha and earth aromas playing off fresh cherries. It has a 

wide and silky palate, booming aromas and just enough    

acidity and tannins to pull the wine through to a long and 

lasting finish. It’s quite a ride.  

Under the initial aromas is a distinct and interesting orange/

citrus and spice undertone that aromatically lifts the wine, 

but it’s the mid-palate weight and texture that define it. It’s 

full and coating, start to finish, wave upon wave of  pinot 

pleasure. A balance of lushness, balance and texture.   

BCD Vineyard is located on rolling hills that lead up to the 

Coastal mountain range. Cold fog flows in from the nearby 

Pacific Ocean in the late evening and covers the vineyard  

until midmorning. The climate and soils allow the fruit to 

slowly develop and make the unique character of this wine. 

Pinot Noir Winemaking Philosophy: Pinot Noir is one of the 

most expressive grape varietals grown. So we grow and        

harvest our grapes to showcase the uniqueness of our estate 

vineyards, maintain brisk natural acidity and have lower     

alcohol levels. We ferment exclusively with indigenous yeast 

in small six-ton open tops, and age our finished wine in 

French oak barrels with new oak used sparingly to enhance 

the wine, not dominate it. The result is serious Pinot Noir 

with depth, structure and finesse. Wines to savor.  


